
  

CONTA-ME PORTUGUESE TALES 
VINHO VERDE ROSADO 
Espadeiro, Amaral & Vinhão. Rhubarb 
meets grapefruit aromas, with passionfruit 
on the palate & a dry finish, a bit of spritz 
& a lot of acidity to keep you satiated. 

Tasting Note:  Shelf Talker: 

Espadeiro, Amaral and Vinhão; the driest red grapes of the region. Rhubarb meets grapefruit aromas, 
with passionfruit on the palate and a dry finish, a bit of spritz, and a lot of acidity to keep you satiated. 

Though this is vinho verde in its true essence, Conta-Me Vinho Verde is also a grown up version of 
what most know the region for. 

From Barcelos - a region within the renowned Vinho Verde DOC - where we they worked with one of 
the area's most old-school producers. After careful selection of the grapes varieties of the region, 

the grapes were harvested and vinified using the most modern technology, destemmed, lightly 
pressed and fermented at a controlled temperature in stainless steel vats.  

Conta-Me Portuguese Tales is a collection of wines that will give us an opportunity to work with the 
producers, regions, styles, and terroirs that continue to excite us in Portugal…and to create 

something that makes Naâma & Luis at NLC think of  (and taste) the Portugal of Luis’s parents 
and grandparents. Theirs was a generation that wasn’t fussy about the fruit of the vine, before the 

"advent" of the winemaker, and who enjoyed every drop as part of their daily gastronomic ritual. 
How do you bottle the melancholic notes of Fado, the salty sea air of the Atlantic, the smell of wet 

earth, the wise & ancient gastronomy & the tradition of a thousand-year old country that stretches 
its limbs once more? NLC’s portfolio of wines brings forth Portugal’s new, old-world traditions with 

exquisite bouquets of national grapes, state of the art technology & discerning designs. 
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